Noahcard Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd
---Specialized manufacturer of RFID tags/Labels/inlays

860MHz to 960MHz UHF Windshield Tag
Windshield RFID tag is specifically designed for vehicle identification
management.It can be attached to the inside of the windshield inside.The tag can
work stably without influence of heat and proof membrane.
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The windshield tags can provide speedy, accurate identification, authentication, and
management of vehicles for different places, such as residential communities, government
offices etc.
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RFID windshield labels/tags can be custom made with clients’logo,barcode,graphics,or
information.
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Technical Specifications:
Frequency :860~ 960 Mhz
Protocol :ISO18000-6C & EPC global Class I Gen 2
Memory:NXP UCODE G2XM / Impinj M4QT /Alien H3,H4 chip
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Main features:
● Small size and light weight
● High perfornance NXP UCODE G2XM/ Impinj M4QT /Alien H3,H4 chip
● High security: UID, write protection, EAS
● Multiple tags operation allowed
● Advanced RFID tag production technology ensured outstanding quality
● Green products, ROHS, SGS compliance

Read range:more than 8.0M(related to reader performance and working environment)
Date retention:100000 cycles
Inlay Material:PET+AL
Outer Material: Copper paper /PET
Size: 100*40 mm(customerized)
Operating Temp:-20℃~+50℃
Storage Temp:-40℃~+100℃
sales@noahcard.com
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860MHz-960MHz UHF RFID Windshield Tag

Noahcard Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd
---Specialized manufacturer of RFID tags/Labels/inlays
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Applications:
Toll Passes
RFID tags can be affixed to vehicles for toll passes. This provides hands free activation. When the
tags are read, information is entered into a database. This information can be used for managing
the billing of daily, weekly, or monthly fees.
Car Dealerships
RFID is used for inventory management on vehicles. It saves on wasted time trying to locate a
vehicle. This method is beneficial for both staff and customers. RFID tracking also helps in
managing parking space.
Car dealers love RFID because it helps them provide personalized service to their customers
when they bring their vehicle in for servicing.
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Gated Communities
RFID is being used more and more in gated communities for access control where people need
and expect security.
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A RFID tag is issued to a vehicle. Upon entering the gate, the tag is read and information is
entered into a detailed log or database.
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The management of gated communities loves using RFID because it can cost less and is much
easier to use than methods they have previously used.
Other uses for RFID windshield tags include:
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Airport parking
Fleet management
University parking
Hospitals
All types of secured parking
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Contact:

sales@noahcard.com
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86-0755-23447516
sales@noahcard.com
Skype: sznoahcard
Contact: Julia (Sales Manager)
Twitter: sznoahcard
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